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Groundwater heat pump (GWHP) systems have gained attention for space heating and cooling due to
their efficiency and low installation costs. Their number is growing in many countries, and therefore in
some areas, dense installations are expected. This might lead to thermal interferences between neigh-
bouring groundwater wells and a decrease in efficiency. In the presented study, three analytical for-
mulations are inspected for the prediction of the thermal plume around such open-loop systems under
various hydrogeological conditions. A thermal radial transport scenario without background ground-
water flow and two advective scenarios with moderate to significant ambient flow velocities (1 and
10m d�1) are analytically simulated and compared with numerical simulations. Two-dimensional (2D)
numerical models are used to estimate the validity of analytical results for a homogeneous confined
aquifer, without considering heat transfer in upper and lower layers of the aquifer. In order to represent
more realistic aquifer conditions of limited vertical extension, an additional three-dimensional numerical
model (3D) is deployed to account for vertical heat losses. The estimated relative errors indicate that the
analytical solution of the radial heat transport is in good agreement with both numerical model results.
For the advective scenarios, the suitability of the linear and planar advective heat transport models
strongly depend on ambient groundwater flow velocity and well injection rate. For low groundwater
velocities (1m d�1), the planar model fits both numerical model results better than the linear advective
model. However, the planar model's ability to estimate thermal plumes considerably decreases for high
injection rates (>0.6 l s�1). In contrast, the linear advective model shows a good agreement with the two-
dimensional numerical results for high groundwater flow conditions (�10m d�1). The comparison with
the three-dimensional numerical models indicates that the vertical heat transfer is challenging for all of
the selected analytical solutions. Despite this, there is a wide range of applicability for the provided
analytical solutions in studying the thermal impact of GWHP systems. Hence, the inspected solutions
prove to be useful candidates for first-tier impact assessment in crowded areas with potential thermal
interferences.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Geothermal energy represents a large source of environmen-
tally friendly energy with a potentially low carbon footprint [1,2].
The most common and versatile utilization of geothermal energy is
direct use, and it is employed for a variety of applications such as
tard).
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space heating, cooling, bathing, hot water and industrial uses [3].
These applications are mostly focused on using shallow geothermal
resources at a shallow depth of not more than a few hundreds of
meters [4,5]. Among the most frequently used variants are ground
source heat pump (GSHP), ground water heat pump (GWHP) and
aquifer thermal energy storage systems (ATES) (Fig. 1).

In GSHP systems, a closed-loop borehole heat exchanger (BHE)
buried in the ground circulates a heat carrier fluid and is attached to
a heat pump at the surface (Fig. 1a). GWHP systems (Fig. 1b), also
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,
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Nomenclature table

AT Retarded velocity for radial flow [m s�1]
b Thickness of aquifer [m]
C Volumetric heat capacity [J Kg�1 K�1]
D Hydrodynamic dispersion [m2 s�1]
Fo Energy injection per length of borehole [W m�1]
K Hydraulic conductivity [m s�1]
n Porosity [�]
qh Injected heat power [W]
Qinj Injection rate [m3 s�1]
r Radial distance from injection well [m]
r* Frontal position of heat plume [m]
R Retardation factor [�]
t Time [s]
T Calculated front temperature [K]
Tinj Temperature of injected water [K]
Tu Undisturbed temperature of aquifer [K]
DTinj Temperature difference between Tinj and Tu [K]

DT Temperature difference between T and Tu [K]
DTo Temperature difference at injection point [K]
va Seepage velocity [m s�1]
x x-coordinate [m]
y y-coordinate [m]
Y Dimension of planar source in y-direction [m]
Y0 Width of steady plume at injection well [m]
Ymax Maximum width of steady-state plume [m]
z z-coordinate [m]
a Dispersivity [m]
l thermal conductivity [W m�1 K�1]
r Density [kg m�3]

Subscripts
w Water
s Soil
m Porous media
L Longitudinal
T Transverse

Fig. 1. Scheme of shallow geothermal systems: a) ground source heat pump (GSHP), b)
ground water heat pump (GWHP) and c) aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES)
systems.
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known as open-loop systems [6e9], use groundwater extracted
through a production well as a heat carrier fluid. In the heating
mode, the groundwater mined at the temperature of the aquifer
passes through a heat pump, where it exchanges heat and cools
down before it is reinjected into the aquifer. As a result, a cold
plume develops in the aquifer. In the cooling mode, the system is
deployed in reverse mode. In this case, the aquifer is used as a sink
of, for instance, waste heat and a thermal plume evolves in the
aquifer. A special strategic application of open systems is the
aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) system (Fig. 1c). Similar to
GWHP systems, water with a different temperature than the
ambient groundwater temperature is injected and cooled/heated
groundwater is extracted through wells [10,11]. The idea behind of
ATES is to inject excess heat in an aquifer when it is available, store
Please cite this article in press as: W. Pophillat, et al., Analytical solution
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it for a certain period and pump it back for heating, when it is
needed.

Under favourable hydrogeological conditions such as high
aquifer yield at shallow depth, suitable groundwater quality, etc.,
the use of GWHP systems is an attractive and efficient energy-
saving option [12]. In addition, installation costs of GWHP sys-
tems are often lower than those of GSHP systems [13]. However, as
the use of shallow geothermal energy is continuously growing,
especially in urban areas, the numbers of GWHP installations in-
crease and may reach a critical density [14e18]. This state is
reached when adjacent GWHP installations show thermal inter-
ference with one another. For instance, if a new production well is
installed in the thermal plume of an existing injection well, this
could compromise the efficiency of the new system.

In order to account for case-specific hydrogeological and
geothermal conditions, model-based site assessment and inte-
grated planning is needed for optimal GWHP development in cities.
Ambient groundwater flow yields elongated plumes, which deviate
from the idealized circular shape, depending on natural ground-
water flow direction, transient dynamics and aquifer heterogeneity.
In this respect, several previous studies examined the thermal
impact of heat or cold injection from GWHP and ATES systems.
Among others, Andrews [19], Warner and Algan [20], Gropius [7],
Nam and Ooka [21], García-Gil et al. [22], Russo et al. [23], Russo
et al. [24] and Arola et al. [25] numerically simulated the effects of
GWHP systems on the temperature distribution in aquifers. A
common conclusion is that the thermal plume dimension around
an operating well is site-specific and can critically affect neigh-
bouring injection or production wells. Thus, GWHP systems are
recommended to be installed in areas, where the interference can
be avoided, or rigorous and proactive management of multiple
adjacent GWHP systems is warranted. For example, Gropius [7]
presented an evaluation of the risks associated with GWHP systems
in the London Chalk aquifer, utilizing measured data, in addition to
numerical flow and heat transport modelling. In their study, not
only was the interaction between injection and extraction wells
numerically assessed, but also the mutual impact between existing
and planned neighbouring installations. The results corroborate the
potential risk of thermal interference between adjacent GWHP
systems.

Numerical models are considered the most appropriate method
for simulating the thermal aquifer response to geothermal
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,
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exploitation in shallow aquifers, especially in case of hydraulic
heterogeneity, thermal variability and complex transient condi-
tions [26e30]. Sophisticated urban planning concepts were pre-
sented for supporting geothermal development of shallow aquifers
[15,18,31e33]. In practice, however, numerical models that suffi-
ciently resolve the thermal and hydraulic conditions in aquifers are
time-consuming and costly and therefore are not often available.

Alternatively, especially for an initial impact assessment of
GWHP systems, simplified modelling procedures were suggested.
For instance, Rauch [34] presented a two-dimensional (2D) esti-
mation of the steady state temperature distribution around an in-
jection well of a GWHP system based on the fluctuation angles of
the groundwater flow streamlines. In his work, no formal analytical
solution for the heat transport equation is used, but instead, the
temperatures are calculated based on expected geometric features
of the plume. The presented approach is only valid for scenarios
with thin thermal plumes and it computes the plume length only
up to the maximum thickness, and hence, the total length of the
plume is not assessed. The procedure was used by Krakow and
Fuchs-Hanusch [35] who assessed the potential user conflict of
various planned GWHP systems in the city of Linz (Austria). Banks
[36], and Galgaro and Cultrera [37] assess the risk of thermal
feedback in open-loop double-well systems based on streamline-
based functions that, however, neglect thermal dispersion and
diffusion. Comparison to numerical simulations that include these
processes revealed that the streamline-based functions substan-
tially overestimated the longitudinal extension of the thermal
plume in its flow direction, as well as, in most cases, the transversal
plumewidth [38]. A crucial aspect in this context is the definition of
the thermal plume. It represents an area, where the temperature is
sufficiently or critically altered. Most commonly, an isotherm is
defined as a boundary [39] or arbitrary threshold of induced tem-
perature difference such as 1 K [38e41]. Obviously, the smaller the
threshold, the greater the thermal plume.

Analytical solutions of flow and heat transport equations are
easy to use and therefore of growing interest for supporting
licensing procedures. For instance, the “Guideline for the Use of
Ground Water Heat Pumps Systems” from the state of Baden-
Wuerttemberg, Germany [42], recommends an analytical solution
for estimating thermal plume sizes caused by GWHP systems [43].
This analytical solution is deemed to serve as a regulatory tool for
installation design, prospect and management of open-loop sys-
tems with an energy extraction of less than 45.000 kWh per year.
However, since analytical solutions are developed for particular
conditions; (e.g. one-, two- or three-dimensional, confined or un-
confined, steady-state or transient, type of geometry of the source),
special care has to be taken when using them in a broader sense or
in another context. Thus, validity range of available and recom-
mended analytical solutions are of high interest for supporting
licensing or thermal impact studies of GWHP systems. Ideally, there
exists one analytical solution that is sufficiently accurate for the
variety of hydraulic and thermal conditions that can be found in the
underground.

In the present study, the analytical approach used in the State of
Baden-Wuerttemberg, as well as two other analytical solutions
based on the line source and the planar source model are evaluated
for heat transport simulations of GWHP systems. Predictions of the
temperature distribution around an injection well in a homoge-
neous porous media under various hydraulic conditions are
compared with more comprehensive numerical results. The key
objective in this case is to specify the range of applicability of each
analytical solution under various hydraulic conditions. This is
accomplished by inspecting three scenarios that differ with respect
to groundwater flow velocity, injection rate and thermal dispersion.
Please cite this article in press as: W. Pophillat, et al., Analytical solution
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Analytical solutions

The three studied analytical solutions, along with their main
assumptions are listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2. The first is
a 2D solute transport analytical solution adapted for heat transport
without natural groundwater flow (radial model) [42]. The other
two consider effects of groundwater flow on heat transport
(advective models). All of these analytical solutions do not account
for vertical heat transport into the top and bottom of the aquifer
and therefore they represent simplifications of the heat transport in
porous media [44,45].

2.1.1. Radial heat transport model
Guimer�a et al. [46] modified the 2D solute transport analytical

solution given by Gelhar and Collins [47], which estimates the
contaminant distribution in a homogeneous confined aquifer
considering a fully penetrating injection well with no natural
groundwater flow. This modified analytical solution for heat
transport simulations and transient conditions, assuming a
continuous line-source and no background groundwater flow reads
as follows:

DTðx; y; tÞ
DTinj

¼ 1
2
erfc
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AT denotes the retarded velocity caused by the injection rate Qinj

and r* represents the frontal position of the heat plume. The frontal
position is defined as the location of the hypothetical thermal front
that would exist if dispersion and diffusion phenomena were
neglected [47].

2.1.2. Linear advective heat transport model
The analytical solution, referred to as LAHM, is presented in the

“Guideline for the Use of GroundWater Heat Pumps Systems” from the
State of Baden Württemberg, Germany [48]. This 2D heat transport
analytical solution was firstly introduced by Kinzelbach [49]. It
describes heat propagation from an injection well with transient
conditions, simulated as continuous line-source, considering
background flow for a homogeneous confined aquifer. The LAHM
reads as follows:
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Dispersivity values (aL and aT ) are estimated using a method
that relies on the length of the plume [43].

This analytical formulation is an approximation of the exact
solution for uniform background flow. It does neither consider
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,



Table 1
Analytical solutions used for the simulation of open systems.

Analytical solution Abbreviation Assumptions

Radial heat transport model RHM 2D, transient, line source, continuous injection, radial transport from injection well, no background flow.
Linear advective heat transport model LAHM 2D, transient, line source, continuous injection, background flow.
Planar advective heat transport model PAHM 2D, transient, planar source, continuous injection, background flow.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the analytical models considered. a) Radial heat transport model. b)
Linear advective heat transport model. c) Planar advective heat transport model.
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conduction in the aquifer nor the hydraulic influence of the injected
water in the vicinity of the well [43]. According to this guideline, its
applicability is constrained to low injection rates, at an energy use
lower than 45,000 kWh per year and of groundwater flow veloc-
ities higher than 1md�1. Moreover, for r0=ð2aLÞ > 1, this solution
leads to less than 10% error in comparison with the exact solution.
For r0=ð2aLÞ > 10, the error reduces to less than 1% [49].

2.1.3. Planar advective heat transport model
Due to the limited application window of the LAHM, an alter-

native analytical solution is evaluated for intermediate cases, i.e.
cases in between low and high groundwater flow (1 and 10md�1).
The planar advective heat transport model (PAHM) accounts for the
fact that injection may induce a high local hydraulic gradient
around the injection well. In such a case, the geometry of this heat
source cannot be considered only with a vertical line. Instead, the
source is represented as an area in the yz-plane. Accordingly, in a
2D horizontal projection in the xy-plane, the heat source corre-
sponds to a line perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction.

The PAHM was introduced by Domenico and Robbins [50], as a
2D solute transport analytical solution for transient conditions and
homogeneous parallel groundwater flow, assuming a continuous
Please cite this article in press as: W. Pophillat, et al., Analytical solution
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and finite planar source. The transformed equation for heat trans-
port is described in H€ahnlein et al. [51]. Note that this solution was
developed for a semi-infinite domain, and therefore it ignores the
zone up-gradient from the source location:
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DT0
4
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DTo is the temperature difference in the injection point and is
given by:

DT0 ¼ F0
vanCwY

(7)

with

F0 ¼ qh
b

(8)

qh ¼ DTinjCwQinj (9)

where F0 is the energy injection per length of the borehole (Wm�1),
Y is the dimension of the source in the y-direction and qh is the
injected heat power. The parameters Dx and Dy in Equation (6) are
the longitudinal and transversal hydrodynamic dispersion co-
efficients, respectively, and they are defined as follows:

Dx;y ¼ lm
nCw

þ aL;Tva (10)

The subscripts L and T refer to longitudinal and transversal di-
rection with respect to the groundwater flow direction.

Two formulations are compared to determine the source length
Y:

Y0 ¼ Qinj

2bvan
(11)

Ymax ¼
Qinj

bvan
(12)

Equation (11) quantifies thewidth, Y0, of the steady plume at the
injection well, and Equation (12) computes the maximum (down-
gradient) width, Ymax, of the steady-state plume [52]. The planar
heat model associated with Equations (11) and (12) is referred to as
PAHM1 or PAHM2, respectively.
2.2. Numerical simulation

Numerical modelling is performed to assess the applicability of
the analytical solutions in various scenarios. To start, 2D numerical
models are used to estimate the validity of analytical results for a
homogeneous confined aquifer, without considering vertical heat
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,



Fig. 3. Model geometry and flow boundary conditions. Black squares (a and b) and rectangle (c) represent the injection well. (a) Schematic top view of the radial model (2D and 3D).
(b) Schematic top view of advective models (2D and 3D). (c) Schematic cross section of the 3D models.
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transfer into upper and lower layers. This model set-up is chosen to
be consistent with the conceptual assumptions of the 2D analytical
models, and to represent conditions with substantial aquifer
widths, where the relative contribution of vertical heat exchange is
low and thus negligible. Then, a three-dimensional (3D) model
with vertical heat flux is used to evaluate the consequences of this
simplified assumption. The modelling process consists of solving
transient heat transport and flow equations for the entire studied
area. Groundwater flow and heat transport are simulated using
FEFLOW [53]. This software is based on the finite element method
and was applied for heat transport in related studies
[23,31,39,54,55].

Given that the thermal stress in the subsurface is highest during
peak summer conditions [56], we evaluated the thermal impact by
using a GWHP system injection well in cooling mode. This is the
scenario when warm water is injected into the aquifer through the
injection well. The conceptual model assumes that the aquifer is
confined, saturated, homogeneous and of a constant thickness
within the entire domain. Water is continuously injected at con-
stant rate and temperature into the aquifer through a fully pene-
trating well. Fluid density, viscosity and thermal parameters of the
aquifer (specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity) are
assumed to be constant [4]. The ambient temperature of the aquifer
is initially constant (285.15 K) and the only internal source of en-
ergy is the well. No temporal variations and no recharge are
considered. Heat transport simulations are performed for 120 days
of continuous injection.

The configuration used in 2D numerical models is illustrated in
Fig. 3a and b. Only the injection well (represented by a black point)
is simulated, assuming that the production well is far away from it
and that no hydraulic interference occurs. For the radial model, the
domain covers a circle of 150m radius (Fig. 3a), in order to respect
the cylindrical symmetry of the simulated problem. In the advec-
tive model, the domain is a rectangle of 600m by 300m (Fig. 3b). A
horizontal mesh is applied using a triangular algorithm. The size of
the elements ranges from several centimetres near the injection
well to about a meter near to the domain boundaries.

The configuration used in the 3D numerical models is illustrated
in Fig. 3c. The aquifer (10m thick, horizontal) is located between
two layers with low-permeability (10m thick, horizontal). The
horizontal geometry is identical to that of the 2D models (Fig. 3a
and b). The 3D models span 600m� 300m� 30m for the advec-
tive scenarios and a cylinder of 150m radius and 30m thickness for
the radial scenario. Vertical discretization is accomplished by 22
horizontal layers with a refinement in the aquifer and is close to the
interfaces between the aquifer and the low-permeability layers.
The size of the horizontal elements ranges from several centimetres
at a position near the injection well to about 3m at the model
boundaries. In the 3D model, the vertical geometry of the injection
Please cite this article in press as: W. Pophillat, et al., Analytical solution
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well is represented by a vertical series of seven nodes located from
10.5m to 19.5m depth (Fig. 3c).

For the radial model, the same hydraulic Dirichlet boundary
condition (BC) is assigned to the entire boundary (Fig. 3a). For the
advective models, Dirichlet BCs are specified at the west and east
boundaries, resulting in a new forced flow from west to east
(Fig. 3b). Recharge at the injection well is simulated by assigning
nodal source BCs to the well node. Warm water injection is simu-
lated in two different ways. By default, the convective form of the
heat transport equation [57] is solved and the temperature injec-
tion is represented by defining Dirichlet BCs (constant tempera-
ture) at well nodes. Therefore, the injected water has the
temperature imposed by the Dirichlet BCs. However, the imposed
temperature at thewell nodes adds an additional input of energy by
conduction. It leads to overestimating the actual heat flux injected
by an amount that depends on the thermal gradient in the vicinity
of the well nodes [58]. When the overestimation of the total stored
heat energy exceeds 5%, the simulation is restarted by assigning
constant heat nodal source BCs to well nodes and by using the
divergent form of the heat transport equation [57]. This second
solution enables control over the total heat flux, except for the
temperature at the well location. The final configurations used for
comparisons to analytical simulations are listed in Table 2.

Three different scenarios are created based on their corre-
sponding groundwater flow velocities (Table 2, Fig. 4a). The sce-
narios are defined based on typical hydraulic conductivity values of
three hydrogeological units: very fine sand, coarse sand and fine
gravel [59] for scenarios 1, 2 and 3, respectively, in which all keep a
constant hydraulic gradient of 5� 10�3 (except for scenario 1,
where it is zero). Scenario 1 represents a model without natural
background flow (va¼ 0md�1) while scenarios 2 (va¼ 1md�1)
and 3 (va¼ 10md�1) represent moderate and strongly advection-
dominated cases, respectively.

In addition, three model variants are defined (Fig. 4b) based on
three different volumetric flow rates, different dispersity values
and a different set of predefined temperature changes (DT¼ 10 K).
The resulting estimated energy loads are in a good agreement with
energy requirements of a typical residential use (e.g. one family or
multi-family house [20]). Table 2 shows the hydraulic, hydro-
geological and thermal input parameters entered in the flow and
heat transport code as well as in the analytical solutions.

2.3. Comparison method between analytical and numerical results

The ability of analytical solutions to predict the temperature
field for the three scenarios and their variants is evaluated by
comparing the estimates they provide with results from numerical
modelling. A first step in each scenario is to compare analytical
results with 2D numerical results. This comparison aims to evaluate
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,



Table 2
Parameter values for the analytical and numerical models (Var. ¼ variant).

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Fluxes
va (m d-1) 0 1 10
Qinj (l s-1) Var. 1: 2 Var. 1: 2 Var. 1: 2

Var. 2: 0.6 Var. 2: 0.6 Var. 2: 0.6
Var. 3: 0.3 Var. 3: 0.3 Var. 3: 0.3

qh (J s-1) Var. 1: 8.37 � 104 Var. 1: 8.37 � 104 Var. 1: 8.37 � 104

Var. 2: 2.51 � 104 Var. 2: 2.51 � 104 Var. 2: 2.51 � 104

Var. 3: 1.26 � 104 Var. 3: 1.26 � 104 Var. 3: 1.26 � 104

Material properties
Aquifer (2D, 3D)
b (m) 10 10 10
n (-) 0.3 0.3 0.3
K (m s-1) 10-5 6.94 � 10-4 6.94 � 10-3

aL (m)a 1 1.8 Var. 1: 6.2
Var. 2: 1.8
Var. 3: 1.0

aT (m)a 0.1 0.18 Var. 1: 0.62
Var. 2: 0.18
Var. 3: 0.10

Upper and lower layers (3D)
b (m) 10 10 10
n (-) 0.3 0.3 0.3
K (m s-1) 10-9 10-9 10-9

aL (m)a 1 1 1
aT (m)a 0.1 0.1 0.1
Thermal properties
Tu (K) 285.15 285.15 285.15
Tinj (K) 295.15 295.15 295.15
lw (W m-1 K-1) 0.578 0.578 0.578
ls (W m-1 K-1) 4 4 4
lm (W m-1 K-1)b 2.24 2.24 2.24
Cw (J m-3 K-1) 4.185 � 106 4.185 � 106 4.185 � 106

Cs (J m-3 K-1) 2.332 � 106 2.332 � 106 2.332 � 106

Cm (J m-3K-1) 2.888 � 106 2.888 � 106 2.888 � 106

Boundary conditions
Domain Fixed head Fixed head on west and east boundaries Fixed head on west and east boundaries
Well (flow) Nodal source Nodal source Nodal source
Well (heat) Fixed temperature Var. 1 and 2: fixed temperature Nodal source

Var. 3: nodal source

a Calculated after Umweltministerium Baden-Württemberg [48] and Keim & Lang [43].
b Calculated after Johansen [60] and Woodside & Messmer [61].
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the consistency of analytical results with those obtained from
simplified numerical models that similarly neglect vertical heat
transport. In a second step, analytical results are comparedwith the
predictions from 3Dmodels that also simulate the influence of heat
transfer in the upper and lower layers. This second comparison
aims thereby to evaluate the capability of the analytical solutions to
reproducemore realistic conditions with aquifers of limited vertical
extension.

For each case, the evaluation focuses on the analytical models’
ability to estimate the local temperatures (Txy) and the extension of
the area where the thermal impact exceeds 1 K (hereafter 1 K-
plume). For the 1 K-plumes extension, two parameters are
considered: the length (L) of the 1 K-plume and its maximal width
(W). Note that since the PAHM does not allow to calculate the
temperature field up-gradient from the injection well, for scenario
2 (va¼ 1md�1) the length and the width are calculated only for the
part of the plume located down-gradient from the well.

Analytical estimates of these three parameters are evaluated by
calculating the relative errors (RE) between analytical and numer-
ical results according to Equation (13) (by considering the numer-
ical results as reference values).

XRE ¼ 100 ,
Xanalytic � Xnumeric

Xnumeric
% (13)
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Where X denotes the considered parameter (L, R or Txy). The relative
error can be positive or negative, reflecting respectively an
analytical overestimation or underestimation of the considered
parameter. When jXREj < 10%, the analytical estimate of the
parameter is considered good. When 10% < jXREj < 30%, it is
considered satisfactory. When 30% < jXREj < 50%, it is weak. When
jXREj > 50%, the analytical result is considered improper.
3. Results

Comparative simulation results are presented in Table 3, Figs. 5
and 6. Table 3 lists the derived relative errors of the 1 K-plumes
extensions after 120 days of continuous injection. Fig. 5 depicts the
2D view of the plumes. Fig. 6 shows the relative error between
analytical and 3D numerical estimates of the local temperature,
calculated at any point on the domain. For further information,
Figure A1 (Appendix) presents the distribution of the energy
injected between storage in the aquifer, storage in the upper and
lower layers and transfers outside of the domain.
3.1. Scenario 1: radial flow

In scenario 1, no ambient groundwater flow is considered
(va¼ 0md�1) and the RHM analytical solution is compared with
numerical results. Because of the radial flow symmetry, plume
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,



Fig. 4. Scheme of the three scenarios (a) and variants presented for scenario 2 (b).

Table 3
Relative error between analytical and numerical estimates of the length (LRE) and
the maximal width (WRE) of the zones where the thermal impact exceeds 1 K. LRE
and WRE are given in percentages.

Scenario Variant Model 2D
comparison

3D
comparison

LRE WRE LRE WRE

va¼ 0m d�1 Qinj¼ 2.0 l s�1 RHM �1 �1 3 3
Qinj¼ 0.6 l s�1 RHM �3 �3 2 2
Qinj¼ 0.3 l s�1 RHM �3 �3 1 1

va¼ 1m d�1 Qinj¼ 2.0 l s�1 LAHM �9 �65 �2 �63
PAHM1 �14 �25 �7 �21
PAHM2 �20 16 �13 23

Qinj¼ 0.6 l s�1 LAHM �4 �44 5 �39
PAHM1 �7 �19 2 �13
PAHM2 �9 �4 0 4

Qinj¼ 0.3 l s�1 LAHM �1 �32 11 �25
PAHM1 �4 �10 7 �2
PAHM2 �5 �6 7 3

va¼ 10md�1 Qinj¼ 2.0 l s�1 LAHM 4 1 65 12
Qinj¼ 0.6 l s�1 LAHM 16 0 36 1
Qinj¼ 0.3 l s�1 LAHM 26 0 26 �8
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length and width are equal. We thus only refer to the LRE.
In this scenario, the analytical and 2D numerical results agree

well for the three variants (Table 3). There is only a minor increase
of LRE as the injection rate decreases. This confirms that when the
vertical heat transport can be neglected, RHM provides good esti-
mates of the 1 K-plumes’ dimensions.

When comparing this with the findings from a 3D numerical
simulation of vertical heat transfer, it reveals that the differences
are onlymarginal (Fig. 5 and A1 in Appendix). RHM estimates of the
1 K-plume extension thus remain good when taking into account
the vertical heat transport. In this case, RHM estimates of the local
temperature are also good, except in a small radial area where the
Please cite this article in press as: W. Pophillat, et al., Analytical solution
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Txy RE slightly exceeds 10% (Fig. 6).

3.2. Scenario 2: moderate background flow

In scenario 2, a moderate seepage velocity is considered
(va¼ 1md�1), and therefore the analytical solutions PAHM (1 and
2) and LAHM are compared with numerical results. Note that the
seepage velocity value for this scenario is the lowest allowed for
using the LAHM model by the guideline mentioned in section 2.1.2
[48].

For the three variants, the LAHM simulation is, for themost part,
closest to the 2D numerical simulation of the 1 K-plumes’ length. In
addition, this is the only analytical solution that is able to describe
the thermal impact up-gradient of the injectionwell. However, this
model predicts elongated plume shapes and underestimates the
width of the 1 K-plume. This discrepancy is especially pronounced
for high injection rates. The PAHM (1 and 2) assume a planar source.
Consequently, the simulated plume widths are closer to the nu-
merical results than those by the LAHM. Still, PAHM1 predicts
plume widths that are up to 25% smaller than 2D-numerical cal-
culations for high injection rates (Qinj¼ 2 l s�1). PAHM2 assumes a
greater transversal source size and thus estimated plume widths
are greater than those by the PAHM1. Especially for conditions with
high injection rates, the predicted plumes are too sizeable. How-
ever, even if the source width appears inappropriate for the
simulated plumes (see Fig. 5), comparison of maximum 1K-plume
width between PAHM2 and numerical 2D simulation reveals
overall satisfactory results. Additionally, if the 1 K-plume lengths
predicted by the PAHM simulations are less appropriate than those
by the LAHM for 2D conditions, they remain overall satisfactory.
Therefore, for hydrogeological conditions similar to those consid-
ered here, the PAHM2 is favourable for predicting the 1 K-plume
extension.
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,
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Comparison with 3D numerical results demonstrates that heat
loss in the top and bottom of the aquifer is higher than in the radial
scenario, and it rises with the well injection rate. However, the
extensions of the plumes do not significantly change (Fig. 5). The
agreement between analytical and 3D numerical estimates of the
1 K-plume extension thus remains similar to that of the 2D nu-
merical results. Fig. 6 confirms the previous findings and it shows,
in addition, that PAHM provides better estimates of the local
temperatures than LAHM for all variants.

The omission of the vertical heat transport in the analytical
models does not yield a significant overestimation.With or without
considering vertical heat transport, LAHM and PAHM are both
suitable for approximating the 1 K-plume length. However, the
PAHM is superior when the width of the plume has to be estimated.
PAHM2 provides overall better results than PAHM1. For moderate
injected rates (Qinj� 0.6 l s�1), it can be applied for reliable pre-
diction of the 1 K-plume extension and satisfactory estimates of the
local temperature. Still, the accuracy decreases near to the well and
this solution cannot describe thermal impact up-gradient from the
well. For high injection rates, PAHM2 simulations of the 1 K-plume
extension remain satisfactory.

3.3. Scenario 3: high background flow

Scenario 3 assumes a very high groundwater flow velocity of
va¼ 10md�1. Such conditions are not within the recommended
validity range of the PAHM and thus focus is set on the LAHM. The
comparison between analytical and 2D numerical results shows
that LAHM slightly overestimates the 1 K-plume length (Table 3,
Fig. 5). While a good approximation of the 1 K-plumes length is
found for Qinj¼ 2.0 l s�1, it becomes weaker as the injection rate
decreases. For the three variants, the 1 K-plumes width is well
estimated by LAHM. This comparisonwith a numerical model close
to the conceptual assumptions of the LAHM confirms that when the
vertical heat transport can be neglected, LAHM well estimates the
1 K-plume dimensions.

A comparison with 3D numerical results in Fig. 5 reveals the
high influence of heat transfer in upper and lower layers on the
computed plumes’ lengths, especially for Qinj¼ 2.0 l s-1. Figure A1,
which depicts the relative distribution of injected heat after the
simulated period, confirms this observation. More than 33% of the
heat is lost in vertical direction for this scenario, whereas in the
previous cases, this value has not reached above 30%. It is a given
that high groundwater flow velocity expands the contact area be-
tween aquifer and adjacent layers, as it increases the ratio between
plume area and volume and thus promotes vertical heat loss. For
Qinj¼ 2.0 l s�1, this leads to an analytical overestimation of the 1 K-
plume length by 65%. This error decreases with the injection rate
and when the LRE for Qinj¼ 0.3 l s�1 equals that of the 2D model.
Vertical heat transfer seems to have less influence on the 1 K-plume
width and LAHM offers satisfactory results. Additionally, as depic-
ted in Fig. 6, the spatially distributed relative error between
analytical and 3D numerical results remains overall less than 10%
(except of near to the injection well), regardless of the injection
rate. Thus, even if LAHM overestimates the 1 K-plumes length, its
ability to estimate the local temperature (except of that near to the
well) is very good. This reflects the strong spreading of the thermal
anomaly induced by heat injection and high groundwater flow
velocity. Even if local temperatures can be well reproduced by the
analytical approach, the small thermal gradients make it difficult to
properly delineate isotherms.

4. Discussion

The suitability of the three analytical solutions was examined
Please cite this article in press as: W. Pophillat, et al., Analytical solution
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under various hydraulic conditions in homogeneous aquifers. For
most of the tested conditions, there is an analytical solution able to
assess 1 K-plume dimensions to a reasonable degree. This result
offers great perspectives for integrated spatial planning in the case
of dense geothermal use in cities, to avoid interferences between
neighbouring wells. However, the comparison between analytical
and 3D numerical results showed that even if analytical solutions
can suitably estimate the thermal plume dimensions, they are not
always appropriate to quantify local thermal impacts, for example
near to the injectionwell. In these cases, analytical solutions should
not be used for other purposes than to estimate plume dimensions,
i.e. thermal impact assessment related to environment or technical
consequences. Furthermore, an analytical model might well predict
the temperature distribution at high ambient groundwater flow
conditions, the strong plume spreading however hampers a reliable
delineation of the 1 K plume. This, however, reflects that a broad
zone exists under such conditions, where induced temperature
changes are close to 1 K.

Finally, some crucial assumptions had to be made in order to
assess the validity of these analytical solutions. In particular, the
role of transient dynamics and sequential seasonal operation were
not investigated in the presented work. Hence, attention has to be
paid to these when analytical solutions are used to assess the
impact of GWHP systems with variable discharges. In fact, Lo Russo
et al. [23], used a deterministic model to simulate the influence of
time discretization of the temporal variation of a GWHP operation
in Torino (Italy). They showed that their simulations, based on
seasonally mean values, are not satisfactory to describe the thermal
impact of the GWHP system in operation. Also, the effect of het-
erogeneous hydraulic parameters, as well as of variable thermo-
dynamic parameters such as dispersivity, thermal conductivity and
heat capacity on the thermal plume development, may differ
among specific cases [37,38], and their role should be scrutinized in
further studies.

5. Conclusions

Groundwater heat pump (GWHP) systems generate thermal
impacts, which in crowded areas are likely to affect the efficiency of
neighbouring installations. In order to facilitate integrated and
spatial underground management of such open geothermal sys-
tems, legal regulations and guidelines on these systems in the
present, or in the future, require fast and efficient methods to
evaluate thermal impact. In the present study, the suitability of
three analytical solutions for 2D predictions of the thermal impact
are therefore examined under various hydrogeological and flow
conditions.

Our results show that the thermal impact on a homogeneous
aquifer without natural background flow can be well estimated by
the radial transport solution (RHM), given by Gelhar and Collins
[47] and Guimer�a et al. [46]. For the studied conditions, including
an omission of the vertical heat transport does not result in a sig-
nificant overestimation of the thermal impact.

The thermal impact of warm water injected with a low rate
(Qinj� 0.6 l s�1) in an aquifer with moderate groundwater natural
flow velocity (1md�1) can be estimated by the downgradient of
the injection well by using a planar source model (PAHM) with
satisfaction. The linear source model (LAHM) is suited for predict-
ing the length of the 1 K-plume, but is not recommended for
simulating the transversal width of the thermal plume. With
increasing injection rates, discrepancies between analytical and
numerical models occur, reflecting that the hydraulic impact of the
well on the flow regime is not well reproduced by the presented
analytical solutions.

When the ambient groundwater flow velocity is high
s for predicting thermal plumes of groundwater heat pump systems,
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(�10md�1), the linear source model is the only and best choice for
approximating the thermal plume dimensions, especially for high
injection rates and negligible vertical heat loss. There is, however,
no appropriate model for prediction of exact plume lengths under
these highly dynamic conditions, resulting in an overestimation of
the thermal impact.

The presented study offers a comparison of available analytical
solutions, which are straightforward to use and therefore of interest
for the thermal impact assessment of GWHP systems. In addition,
these analytical solutions can be used for supporting integrated
spatial planning in case of dense geothermal use in cities. They are
not intended to replace numerical simulations but to constitute a
complementary tool in order to improve the management of the
groundwater and geothermal resources. Despite the range of the
different conditions analysed, suitable application ranges of the
three analytical models for rough estimation of expected plume
widths and lengths prove to be broad. This clearly depends on the
threshold of acceptable prediction discrepancies. These are
considered marginal when the relative error is smaller than 10%.
These could be even tolerable when the relative error is below 30%
for a first-tier assessment, as other uncertainties such as hetero-
geneity and groundwater flow direction are still present. Of course,
the appropriate threshold has to be ultimately decided for each
specific case.
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